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DO NOT ALLOW THE AMMO CARRIER 

TRAY TO ADVANCE WITH FULL SPRING 

FORCE WHILE EMPTY.

CONTENT

A. Mag Charger

B. Plunger

C. Ammo Carrier Tray

D.  Transfer Tray

F.  Mag Charger Lid
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CALDWELL MAG CHARGER

The Mag Charger is designed to accept ammo 

directly from most 50-count retail packaged ammo 

as well as the Frankford Arsenal 505 Plastic Ammo 

box. If you have purchased ammo in the bullet down 

position, use the supplied Transfer Tray to orient 

ammo bullet up before loading. The Transfer 

Tray can function to feed ammo into 

the Mag Charger as well. 

IMPORTANT



PREPARING THE MAG CHARGER FOR USE

The Mag Charger has been packaged w ith the Plunger inserted at  
the first 5 round position. (This will be the same position you will 
want to store your Mag Charge in). Long term storage with the 
spring fully compressed can reduce spring life. 

To stage the Ammo Carrier for use, apply  enough pressure to the Ammo Carrier to allow 

the Plunger to be pulled outward; then compress the Ammo Carrier fully back into the 

Mag Charger housing and reinsert the Plunger. You should now have access to all 10x5 

rows of the Ammo Carrier. 

LOADING RETAIL PACKAGED AMMO

1. Slide out the removable mag charger lid to access the Ammo Carrier Tray

2. Hold a 50 count box of ammo in the palm of one hand and the Mag 

    Charger in the palm of your other hand.  Position the Mag Charger upside    

    down over the 50 count ammo box and align the bullet tips into the 

    Ammo Carrier.

Once fully aligned, roll the Ammo Carrier over allowing ammo 

to drop into place. 

3. Gradually lift the 50count retail package to fully load the Ammo Carrier 

    Tray.  To prevent the rounds from leaning over inside the Ammo Carrier, 

    lightly agitate the tray so each round simultaneously drops into position. 

4. Make sure each round has fully dropped into the  Ammo Carrier 

    before you proceed. The rounds should freely shift from side to side. 

(Photos A, B, C, D)
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“CLICK”

5. Insert a magazine into the Mag Charger.  You should hear an audible 

    “CLICK” of the mag release lever arm.
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DO NOT SQUEEZE

OPTIONAL HAND LOADING METHOD

1. Rest the Mag Charger on a flat surface and at an angle against 

    the Plunger handle. 

2. Load a single round of ammo into the lowest position first and continue to 

    load each row to the 5 round capacity. All rows must have 5 rounds to 

    function properly, never attempt to use the Mag Charger with less than 5 

    rounds per row. 

HELPFUL HINTS BEFORE YOU BEGIN

1. Keep count as you plunge each row of five rounds into a magazine. 

    Accidentally attempting to overload a magazine will require a clean-out 

    operation of the ammo carrier tray.

2. Be aware that the Ammo Carrier will advance every time you pull the 

    plunger out of the housing. During use, always leave the plunger fully 

    depressed into the Ammo Carrier on your last count.

3. Do not squeeze the sides of the housing; doing so may impede forward 

    movement of the Ammo Carrier.  See Above Image.

End view of Mag Charger tilted 

for hand loading ammo.



LOADING A MAGAZINE

1.  Apply pressure to the end of the Ammo Carrier to allow the Plunger 

    to be pulled out, release the Ammo Carrier and it will advance 

    to position the first row or ammo.

2. Firmly grasp the Plunger with one hand and the Mag Charger 

    housing, or magizine, with the other. 

3. With a quick and firm motion, push the Plunger into the housing until 

    you reach the full depth.  The Plunger should fully seat against 

    the Mag Charger housing: 

4. Pull the Plunger out until it stops allowing the Ammo Carrier to advance 

    to the next row. 

5. Repeat until magazine is fully loaded.

STORAGE

Position the Ammo Carrier Tray so that the Plunger can be stored 

in the first 5 row position. This will relieve stress on the spring for 

long term storage.



CLEAN OUT OPERATION

If you have prematurely allowed the Ammo Carrier to advance and a magazine 

is still inserted, simply compress the Ammo Carrier back one row and reinsert 

the Plunger.

If you have prematurely allowed the Ammo Carrier to advance and have 

removed the magazine, simply use the Plunger to purge the exposed rounds. 

Reposition the Ammo Carrier and load the 5 rounds by hand.

The Caldwell AR-15 Mag Charger 

works on all AR Mags.




